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Hand Pull Cart [1000kg]

The Hand Pull Cart from GGR Group is the best solution 
for transporting heavy goods around warehouses, shops, 
industrial sites, stores and more.

The Hand Pull Cart is constructed with a 20mm tube 
reinforcement chassis and a 5mm angle iron frame, which is 
stronger than all its competitors. The 4 Ply high-speed DOT 
pneumatic tyres also provide reassuring quality over the typical 
wheelbarrow tyres found on most other carts of this type.

Featuring a durable and strong solid wood bed, capable of 
carrying up to 1000kg, handy tie down loops to secure loads 
and finished in high-impact resistant powder coating, perfect 
for the rough handling found in construction sites and yards.

The turntable handle features return springs so that there are 
no trailing handles creating trip hazards, and it also protects the 
handle from drops.

Weighing just 67kg and capable of carting around 1000kg is a 
testament to the strength of the chassis and overall quality in 
this powerful little pull cart.

Key Features
• 1000kg capacity
• Solid wood bed
• High speed DOT pneumatic tyres fitted
• Pull handle return springs
• Tie down points included onto frame
• Unique under frame strengthening bar
• Dimensions: 1520mm (l) x 710mm (w) x 500mm (h)
• Weight: 67kg
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High speed DOT pneumatic tyres are used to 
provide quality over the typical wheelbarrow 
wheels and tyres found on many other carts.

The pull handle features return springs so the 
handle doesn't drop to the floor causing a trip 
hazard and potentially damaging the handle. 

The solid wood bed of the Hand 
Pull Cart allows up to 1 tonne of 

carrying capacity

Heavy duty reinforcement bars 
help provide the stability and 
durability that users require 

on-site

Handy tie down loops are fitted 
to allow users to secure loads


